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CROSSTALK
November 2022

2022/2023 Club Meetings Diary
November 9th
December 14th
January 11th

My Scouting Life - A talk by Louis 2E0GYY
AGM and Christmas Social
Talk by Kevin M0JVC - subject TBC

HARIG meet at the Park Pavilion, Barrack Lane, Harwich CO12 3NS on the 2nd Wednesday
of each month. Meetings start formally at 8pm. Visitors are always welcome.

From the last meeting…
At our October meeting we were pleased to welcome along our RSGB Regional Representative
Dave Cutts M0TAZ. It is quite a trek to Harwich from Dave’s QTH so we appreciated him driving
out to see us. Dave spoke about the work of the RSGB, with updates covering a number of
subjects. A reminder was given about depth of material available on YouTube for talks in the
Tonight@8 series. The challenges faced by clubs as a result of the covid pandemic were also
covered. Dave followed up by fielding a number of questions from members, a couple of which
are noted below.
Trevor 2E0HEI raised his concerns with regard to accessibility to a full licence examination. Since
the meeting Dave has been back in touch with Jonathan and said a paper exam could be
provided noting access to the mechanism required to make this happen.
While access to online examinations has to be welcomed it was noted this has resulted in a
breaking of the link between exams and clubs meaning the opportunity to introduce potential
new members to the benefits and support a club can offer within our hobby can be lost. Dave
understood this concern saying it was already on his agenda, indeed it had been raised at a
senior level in the RSGB. Dave is maintaining efforts to keep these concerns live through the
RSGB representative structures and forums.
Problems making contact with RSGB HQ by telephone were also mentioned, in particular with
voicemail messages being left by not responded to. Again Dave has taken this issue up and
offered his support in the event any member needs it.
For our part, as a club we will ensure both Dave, and David M0MBD who is our Regional Representative are included in our membership email notifications as well as receiving Crosstalk by
email. Of course an open invitation stands for them to attend any club meetings or events where
they would be made most welcome. David has confirmed the points raised at the meeting have
been included in his regional report sent to the RSGB board.
Once again our thanks go to Dave and David for their support.

Report from GB4HH
In August, for the first time since the outbreak of covid
HARIG took part in International Lighthouse and Lightship Weekend by returning to the Harwich High Light.
In attendance were Kevin M0JVC, Louis 2E0GYY and
Stephen M7BRO. On loan from CRA was a Yaesu FT1000 capable of 200w output which allowed us to be
heard very well, although it is reported that on the day
they were struggling to hear incoming signals, this is
perhaps something for investigation before next year.
Despite the difficulties several contacts were made on
40m including with other lighthouse stations in the UK and Europe, pictured is Stephen
M7BRO using his own Yaesu FT-991A used in addition to the FT-1000

Mills on the Air Weekend @ Val’s QTH
Mills on the Air weekend took place in early May where is was great to see to HARIG and
CRA members come together to socialise face to face at the QTH of Val M6VAL. The
social was organised to coincide with Mills on the Air weekend so as to also provide an
opportunity for on air activity. Pictured is HARIG Chairman Kevin M0JVC using Val’s
Yaesu FT-920 to make contacts on 40m and 80m though a trapped dipole. Most contacts
were made on 40m including a few Mills on the Air stations, although Kevin also gave
away some points in the Worked All Britain contest.

Boxted Airfield Museum - Heritage Weekend - Jonathan G0DVJ
On 10/11th September, HARIG jointly with CRA set up a station at the invitation of the folks who run the Museum at Boxted
Airfield there, and made a few contacts using the CRA short contest call, M5C, in the WAE (Worked All Europe) DX SSB contest
which was coincidentally on that weekend. The invitation had come from a chance meeting at Val’s QTH at the Observatory
when HARIG had been operating from there on Windmills weekend earlier in the year. Despite the death of the HM the
Queen, we followed the Museum folk’s approach and general guidance that such events need not be cancelled and went
ahead, albeit on a smaller scale. Usually the Museum site is open only on the last Sunday of each month between March and
October; however this particular weekend is Heritage weekend nationally and therefore they were open both days and the
admission for normal visitors was waived.
Richard G0NAD, Kevin M0JVC and I put together a plan, and given that the ‘Champion’ mobile shack was unavailable, we decided to base ourselves in the CRA Party Tent, which David M0OKD kindly transported to site in his van. Nigel M0LSI, our
equipment manager brought various other club kit to site including the club FT847 which we used for easy interfacing to the
computer logging. Richard and Kevin both brought telescopic masts which in conjunction with a suitably located tree held up
the 40/80m trap dipole which we used. Initially we tried a fan dipole for more bands but there were problems getting a good
match. With the two LF band dipole antenna and the requirement in the WAE DX contest to only work DX, the only band we
could use was therefore 15m during the day - which of course works nicely on a 40m dipole. We also ran barefoot and with no
need for a tuner. Graeme 2E0FIO, Louis 2E0GYY, were also present throughout and George G0JWQ visited briefly on Saturday.
We decided to scale back our operations, mainly out of respect, but it also suited the availability of people to operate overnight, and the time left to be operating given the need to erect the tent and raise wire antennas. With the lack of a tower
mast and beam of any sort, and just 100w operation, it was going to be a challenge to work DX with just fixed, relatively low
wire antennas on SSB. And we were never going to be remotely competitive in the 48 hour DX contest. But fortunately we
had mains power from the museum for the duration and therefore the small CRA generator wasn’t needed. In the end we
worked on-air for less than 4 hours, all S&P, although we were on-site from 9am - 5pm on Saturday and 8.30am - noon on Sunday. However in that time we worked:

•

Madeira and Reunion Islands from Africa,

•

Georgia, Israel, Cyprus, Qatar, Thailand, Asiatic Russia and Kazakhstan from Asia,

•

the USA and Canada from North America,

•

Brazil from South America, and Indonesia from Oceania.

So very good given the sunspot numbers were uninspiring.
The prime objective of being there for the first time, and taking up the invitation of our hosts, demonstrating a responsibly
organised and safely set up station was achieved. In addition we had fun socially, got a good deal of club kit used out in the
field, and learnt that the site is very quiet from a noise perspective and ideal for HF radio. Logistically there is more space for
antennas than we exploited on this occasion and a number of people present said they learnt something about the WAE DX
contest and the QTC traffic that is passed during it.
All in all, a successful weekend of activity and thanks to all those who took part, as well as Garry M0MGP who although being
just out of hospital and unavailable, assisted greatly before the event in checking out the club trailer mast and liaising initially
with the Boxted folks.
Pictured below, left to right are Nigel, Graeme, Kevin, Louis, David, Jonathan and Richard .

John Cuthbert G3YYZ - Silent Key
A few weeks ago Jonathan received an email from John’s
daughter Julie to say John sadly padded away on the 5th
September. John was a long standing member of HARIG.
John is pictured left in 2007 on a trip club outing to the
shack of G6HL in North Norfolk. On behalf of the club
Jonathan offered our condolences to John’s family.

Show and Tell - An eclectic mix
Show and tell is a regular feature in the club calendar and often produces an eclectic mix of
items, our October meeting was no exception.
Among the items featured at the meeting were peacock feathers, brought along by Val who
shared her experience and knowledge of keeping these amazing looking birds. Kevin brought
along a 20w HF Transceiver, a Xiegu G90 which he has installed in a self contained case, our
friends across the pond call this a “Go Box”. Jonathan showed the
meeting a morse key from a Spitfire, sent to him from the USA by
Neil N4FN. We were also shown a homebrew antenna mount by
Kevan which was in development to allow him to mount an antenna directly to one of his sit on top kayaks to use on his island
activations. Meanwhile Louis tied us all up in knots with bits of
rope, skills no doubt acquired from his scouting experiences. Stephen brought along an impressive bag of kit he uses as a Community First Responder explaining how the range of kit
has expanded also telling
us about the important role
first responders.

Thanks to all those that
brought something along.
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